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Mindset.  One small shift in mindset can change the game.  Success is not a 180 degree turn.  Success is 
a 1% tweak = > Go from Quantity to Quality.  (Large doors swing on small hinges.) 
 
Real estate is not a NUMBERS GAME (myth-busted), it’s a RELATIONSHIPS game. Relationship comes 
first and is the basis for your business. People work with who they know, like and trust…a relationship. If 
you make it about YOU, you’ll lose.  If you make it about THEM, you’ll both win.  If you take care of the 
people, the numbers will take care of themselves.  So focus on the people…not the numbers. 
 
#1 starter question:   How do I make this the biggest win for you?  You’ll discover how to exceed their 
expectations.  Meeting expectations does not lead to referrals.  EXCEEDING expectations does. 
 
A BIGGER database is NOT a BETTER database (myth-busted).  A BETTER database equals BETTER results.  
Professor Robin Dunbar research discovered humans are limited to 150 relationships.  Michael pared his 
list down from 750 people to the Top 150.  Result:  referrals from 100/year to over 500/year and 186 
transaction netted nearly $1 million.  Focus on a FEW and knowing MORE about the few will give bigger 
results than knowing nothing about a huge database.  The 150 will set you free.  You’ll average 3 to 4 
referrals per person per year.  Fact is, database will grow, but you continue to FOCUS on the Top 150.  
Those who refer me, get a lot of me.  Those who don’t, don’t get any.  Grade your database. 
 
There is no magical NUMBER of TOUCHES that agents should make every year (myth-busted). It’s the 
quality of the touches, not the quantity.  If email or postcard, it does NOT count as a touch. One phone 
call overcomes 365 days of perceived indifference. Quality relationships lead to quality referrals. 
 
It is a poor use of fund to send out magnetic CALENDARS, RECIPE cards, and flower SEEDS to stay top of 
mind (myth-busted).  Knowing is always better than wondering.  Know WHO to focus your time effort 
and energy on.  We have a database to…get referrals. So GRADE your database based on referrals.  If 
they sent a referral, they get a higher grade.  If not, lower.  Spend time, effort, and money with the 
higher. Then ask HOW do I love on these people.  Give them value…not junk. 
 
Quality question:  What are your goals?  Those with goals are better referrals sources.  Question 
becomes a FILTER to discover best referrers.   If I can HELP them achieve their goal, I am building value in 
the relationship.   Conversation reciprocity – if you ask someone a certain question, they will ask you the 
same question.  Quality questions will lead you to quality answers.  Quality communication will lead you 
to quality relationships.  Quality people will lead you to quality referrals.  
 
Asking directly for referrals is a poor approach (myth-busted).  Mentally move from SELLING to SERVING. 
Go from “ego era” to the “generosity generation”.  ABC = Always Be Contributing.   Asking directly for a 
referral is uncomfortable because it is a selfish question.  Have more referral conversations (2-way 
street).  When you ask directly for referrals, you enter the NFL (No Friends Left). 
 
Professions that like to have referral conversations:  our vendors (inspectors, mortgage, title, 
warranty,…), small business owners, entrepreneurs, salespeople, hair stylist, networking events,… 
 
Professions that do NOT like to have referral conversations: the nine-to-fiver.   


